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EDITOR'S NOTE
Qui n’avance pas recule

Dear Niveshaks,
We are delighted to bring to you the
November 2020 edition of Niveshak.
This was a November to remember
amid markets surging across the
world on the back of the great news
of effectiveness of multiple vaccines
from late-stage trials and certainty
regarding the outcome of the US
Presidential elections. The RBI
maintained an accommodative stance
again, and revised GDP estimates for
the year, which are slightly better
than what was previously thought.
With all eyes on economic recovery,
vaccine optimism led the SENSEX to
rally 11% in November, one of the best
monthly returns in the history of the
index. Emerging markets overall gave
robust returns and corporate bonds
did well in November too. US
government bonds were volatile, and
the yields edged slightly higher in
European bonds.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

In this edition's cover story, we take a
look at India’s current account
balance and what factors affect this
balance. What are our most
significant imports? What happened
to exports during the pandemic? Keep
reading to find out.

What’s happening in the Indian
startup ecosystem and venture
capital? In this edition of “Something
Ventured, Something Started,” we
talk about the Series B of Hopin, an
online event software startup that
raised $125,000,000 this month!

In the FinView section, we interview
Dr. DK Aggarwal, former President of
apex industry body PHDCCI and
Director, SMC Capital, for a
freewheeling conversation where we
talk about November’s bull market,
RBI’s stance on interest rates, India’s
current account balance, trade
surplus, and advice for beginners in
the markets.

Finally, test your general knowledge
about the world of finance in the
“Quiz” section. Let us know how you
did; we would love to hear from you!
We would love to hear your thoughts,
ideas and feedback; please reach out
to us to let us know what you think!

We hope you derive something
valuable from this edition, and that
What does it mean to weigh similar you stay safe in these turbulent times.
gains and losses unequally? Read our
coverage of prospect theory in this Stay Invested,
edition’s Classroom section to find TEAM NIVESHAK
out. In this edition’s “Know Your
Sector,” we take a look at the
automobile industry and put critical
ratios in the context you need to start
All images, design and artwork are copyright of
your research.
Would you like to play the dictator
game? Read more about it, the
endowment effect, mental accounting,
and much more in our coverage of the
Nobel-winning theory of ‘nudging’ in
“On the Shoulders of Giants.”

IIM Shillong Finance Club
©
Finance Club
Indian Institute of Management, Shillong

Disclaimer: The views presented are the
opinion/work of the individual author and the
Finance Club of IIM Shillong bears no
responsibility whatsoever.
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THE MONTH THAT WAS

THE MONTH
THAT WAS
1. Moratorium on LVB; DBS
Bank merger
On November 17, the Govt of India, on
the recommendation of RBI, imposed a
moratorium on Lakshmi Vilas Bank
(LVB) for a period of 30 days. The bank
has been struggling financially and was
under the PCA framework. RBI has
appointed an administrator for the
bank and has given regulatory approval
for the merger with the Indian
subsidiary of the Singapore-based DBS
Bank. As part of the deal, DBS will
invest ₹2500 crores in the bank.
2. RCEP signed by 15 countries
On November 15, 15 countries signed
the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership, led by China, South
Korea, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
and the ten-country ASEAN group.
India was supposed to be part of the
deal, but it refrained from the
agreement citing inadequate solutions
to its concerns by the grouping.

RBI's internal working group that
reviewed private sector banks'
corporate structure has suggested
radical reforms in bank ownership,
including allowing large corporates and
industrial groups to own banks by
amending the Banking Regulation Act,
1949. Besides, promoter ownership in
private banks has been proposed to be
raised from 15% to 26% over a
timeframe of 15 years. For nonpromoter private banks, a uniform cap
of 15% has been suggested, up from 10%.
4. SEBI plans for a new
framework of lower dilution
for large size IPOs

SEBI proposed changes to the rules
pertaining to IPOs. These changes
include allowing big firms to list with
just 5% dilution and more time to
achieve the 25% minimum public
shareholding requirements. Under the
present rules, a company with a postlisting market cap of ₹ 4000 crores
needs to offer a minimum of 10% stake
3. RBI panel proposes to to public shareholders, and public
redefine
private
bank shareholding has to be increased to at
ownership
least 25% within three years of listing.
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5. RIL - Future Group deal gets
CCI nod
The Competition Commission of India
(CCI) has given a green signal for the
RIL – Future Group deal. RIL will
acquire Kishore Biyani-led Future
Group's retail, wholesale, and logistics
assets even as Amazon sought to block
the deal. The deal will enhance RIL's
retail, wholesale business, and as part
of the deal, RIL would pay ₹ 24,713
crores for the transaction.
6. Government proposes to
increase daily factory work
limit to 12 hours
The Centre has proposed to increase
the maximum work-day of a factory
worker to 12 hours from the current
limit of 10.5 hours. Additionally, it has
also proposed that migrant labourers
meet certain minimum conditions to
be eligible to receive an allowance from
their employers to travel to their home
states.
7. Gland Pharma makes a
strong debut, lists at 13%
premium to issue price
The Fosun Group-backed pharma
company made listed at a 13% premium
over its issue price of ₹ 1500. The
₹6480-crore IPO was one of the biggest
by a pharma company in the domestic
market. The post-listing market cap for
the company stood at ₹ 29,850 crores.
Consequently, the company is one of
the top 10 valuable pharma companies
in the country.

THE MONTH THAT WAS

8. Tesla market cap zooms
past $500 billion mark
Tesla Inc. is breaking records as its
addition to the S&P 500 Index has
sparked a buying frenzy among
investors, pushing the company's
market valuation over the $500 billion
mark for the first time since listing,
making it the seventh most valued
company on Wall Street. Shares of the
EV maker have rallied nearly 550% this
year alone. With this, Elon Musk
became the 2nd richest man in the
world, overtaking Bill Gates.
9. China blocks Ant Group IPO
Jack Ma's Ant Group was supposed to
be the biggest IPO of all times with an
issue size of $35 billion, but it was
suspended by the Chinese regulatory
authorities citing "major issues
concerning antitrust rules." Had the
listing gone ahead, it would have
valued Ant Group above $300 billion.
10.
Tata
Steel
to
European operations

split

Tata Steel has plans to split its
European operations down the middle
as it talks with Scandinavian steel
maker SSAB Sweden to sell its
profitable Netherlands division. Tata
Steel had been looking to overhaul its
European steel business for a while, but
a joint venture with Thyssenkrupp's
steel business was blocked last year on
antitrust grounds.
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NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND
PERFORMACE EVALUATION

Return Measures
Total Investment Value: ₹ 10,00,000
Current Portfolio Value: ₹ 19,55,027
Change in Portfolio Value: 8.15%
Change in Sensex: 11.05%

Risk Measures
Standard deviation NIF: 34.94%
Standard deviation Sensex: 26.57%
Sharpe Ratio: 3.15 (Sensex: 4.19)
Cash Remaining: ₹ 1,46,352

Comments on Equity Market & NIF Performance
The benchmark Sensex and Nifty posted an 11.4% gain in November, but this
paled in comparison with their global peers. The US elections and COVID-19
vaccine trial progress boosted risk appetite across the globe in November.
Sensex rallied above 44,000 to hit a record high of 44,287 for the first time in
history while Nifty50 surpassed 13K to hit a record high of 13,145. Indian
benchmark indices posted their best monthly return since April 2020. While
the market has shown a significant run-up, we believe that going ahead rise in
the Nifty is likely to be gradual and measured.
NIF delivered decent returns in the month with a change in the portfolio value
of 8.15% and stood at a net value of ₹ 19,55,027.
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NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Individual Stock Weight
and Monthly Performance

Top Gainers for
November 2020
40.28% - Thirumalai Chem
33.32% - Indiabulls Hsg
25.15% - PPAP Automotive

Top Losers for
November 2020
-2.27% - Lupin
-0.75% - Paramount Comm
-0.61% - Dr. Reddy's
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COVER STORY

INDIA'S CURRENT
ACCOUNT BALANCE
The current account of a country
records the exports and imports of
goods and services, net income from
abroad and net current transfers. It
forms as one of the components of the
Balance of Payments which records all
the transactions of a country with the
rest of the world, during a given
period. The current account can also
be viewed as the difference between
national savings and investment.

a country. If the money borrowed is
squandered on unproductive activities
with no long-term gains or returns,
then the country may find it
challenging to repay the amount. In
such a scenario, the deficit in the
current account may be a cause of
concern. Measures like substituting
imports, boosting exports, currency
hedging etc. can help in improving the
current account balance of a country.

The term 'Current Account Deficit'
refers to an excess of imports of a
country over its exports. It includes the
trade deficit and capital like net
income and transfer payments. A
deficit in the current account reflects
that the country is spending more
money on the purchase of imports than
what it is receiving by way of exports.
Countries may borrow money or raise
debt from abroad to finance the
deficit. Depending upon the nature of
activities for which the money is
borrowed, the deficit in the current
account may be positive or negative for

INDIA'S CURRENT ACCOUNT
BALANCE
India has historically maintained a
current account deficit. In 2018, India's
Current Account Deficit (CAD) was
1.8% of the GDP whereas, in the
following year, 2019, the country's
CAD surged to 2.1% of GDP.
Considering the current scenario,
where COVID-19 has taken center
stage, India's current account balance
has been positively impacted. For the
first time in 18 years, India witnessed a
surplus in the trade balance. The
country's existing account recorded a
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surplus of $19.8 billion in the first
quarter of 2020-21 in contrast to a
deficit of $15 billion a year ago. The
prime reason stands to be a decrease
in the imports of the country.
However, other factors are also at
play.
EXPORTS
In the past months, exports of India
have witnessed a mixed response. In
the month of September, India's
exports rose by 6% after declining
consecutively for six months. The
growth was driven by increased
demand
for
pharmaceuticals,
engineering goods and ready-made
garments. However, this increase was
relatively transient in nature. In the
following months of October and
November, the exports declined by 5 %
and 9%, respectively. Thus, on the one
hand, the massive fiscal response by
some advanced countries has managed
to pull the demand for India's exports.
On the other hand, exports of some
significant commodities like refined

petroleum diamond, jewellery and
other kindred items have plummeted
due to a decrease in the consumption
and reduced buying sentiment, caused
by the second wave of the pandemic.
However, the reduction in the
country's exports (9% in November)
has been less than the decrease in its
imports (11.33% in November).
IMPORTS
During the pandemic, imports of the
country have declined precipitously.
REDUCED CONSUMPTION
The onset of the pandemic brought
about significant disruptions within
business, manufacturing, and the
output levels declined steeply. There
was a drastic reduction in the
employment level. The GDP of the
country declined by 23.9% in the first
quarter of FY 2020-21. Increased layoffs
and less disposable income affected the
buying sentimentof the consumers and
consequently impacted the imports of
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the country. India's imports declined
by 40.1% in the six months ended in
September 2020.
With an unlock in place and fiscal
packages released by the government,
the economy is recuperating from the
havoc caused by the pandemic and the
private consumption is improving. The
GDP of the country contracted by 7.5 %
in the second quarter in contrast to a
stark decline of 23.9% in the first
quarter of FY 2020-21. The imports of
the country declined by 11.33% in
November. All these factors indicate
economic
recovery
and
an
improvement in the consumption
levels. However, the buying sentiment
is yet to bounce back to the pre
COVID-19 level.
OIL IMPORTS
Low oil prices have contributed to a
lower level of current account deficit.
It has also led to a few instances of
surplus over the last few years. The
availability of US oil has led to surplus
oil production and hence resulting in
lower prices. Due to COVID-19, we
also witnessed various curbs across the
world that further led to a reduction in
the oil demand, thereby causing a dip
in oil prices. We have also seen
frequent production cuts by OPEC in
recent times. However, the emergence
of non-OPEC producers in the
international markets has challenged

COVER STORY

the ability of the OPEC to determine
and control oil prices.
It would also be imperative to view
how we go ahead in future. Low oil
prices, along with an increasing curb
on the use of fossil fuels globally, would
benefit India. India's intent to integrate
itself with the global value chains over
the coming few quarters will lead to a
significant improvement in the
country's export performance. Also, the
stimulus by other nations is positively
influencing our exports and will likely
to continue till such policies are
reversed.
TRADE TENSIONS WITH CHINA
In recent times, there has been
increasing hostility and changing
dynamics of economic ties between
India and China. The country's trade
with mainland China and Hong Kong
registered a decline of 7% to $109.76
billion in FY20, which is the steepest
fall since FY13. This also indicates a
sharp reversal from FY18 which
reflected a 22% jump, signalling the
prevailing anti-China sentiment in the
country. We also need to study trade
with Hong Kong as a significant
business with China is conducted via
Hong Kong.
A drop in imports from China to the
tune of $1.5 billion was registered in
FY20 because of import substitution of
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electronics. Other items that saw a
decline include mineral oils and fuels,
pharmaceuticals
and
chemicals.
Bilateral trade with China along
registered a 6% in FY20 to $81.86
billion. It was also the first time that
the trade with Mainland China
declined for two consecutive years. The
decline in bilateral trade with Hong
Kong was even sharper to the extent of
10.17% in FY20. It was the steepest
decline since FY13 when it had fallen by
over 14%. This, especially, has come
after three years of high double-digit
growth in trade between the two
partners.
The decline in trade with mainland
China has narrowed the trade deficit
between the two. It stands at $48.66
billion in FY20. This is the first time
that the deficit has reached below the
$50 billion mark in the last five years.
At a microscopic level, when we analyse
the monthly trends, it indicates that the
deficit is contracting at a faster pace. In
March, it stood at $1.816 billion, which
stands at the lowest level ever in a
month since December 2010. It is a
sharp drop from the all-time high level
of over $5.8 billion in January 2018.
In case of Hong Kong, India has
enjoyed a trade surplus in the past on
account of export of high-value items
such as diamonds and other gems and
jewellery, which account for over 86%
of India's exports to the island. The

surplus turned into deficit for the first
time in fiscal 2019 due to slowdown in
the gems and jewellery sector in India.
In value terms when mainland China
and Hong Kong are taken together, the
deficit has declined from $59 billion in
2017-18 to $58 billion in 2018-19 and
currently stands at $54.62 billion in
2019-20. China has faced significant
backlash
from
the
business
communities and consumers across the
globe. The demand for a complete
boycott of Chinese products has risen
in recent times across the nation from
time to time. Trade bodies and
organisations in India such as
Confederation of All India Traders
(CAIT) have called for a boycott of
Chinese products and are actively
scouting for local substitutes.
Given that we will witness a
contraction in the economy in fiscal
2021, the overall trade with the world
will see a fall this year. The impact on
business with China, however, is likely
to be much more profound.
THE ROAD AHEAD
Given the fall in imports amid the
COVID-19 pandemic, coupled with
recent economic reforms initiated by
the
government
to
boost
manufacturing, it is likely that India
will report a current account surplus
at the end of the financial year 2020-21.
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ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

FUTURE OF BANKING IN THE
AGE OF FINTECH DISRUPTION
By Sudhanshu Upadhyay

Introduction
The biggest structural reform in the
financial history of India was indeed
the nationalization of banks in 1969.
However, a flip side of that move was
the bureaucratic attitude that occurred
in
the
banking
sector
post
nationalization. There was no incentive
for it to progress and unwarranted
delays became the norm. As technology
evolved, banks integrated technology
in their routine operations to better
serve their customers but everything
changed after 2008. The financial crises
kept banks busy dealing with new
regulatory
requirements
and
innovation, in the process, taken a
backseat. Consequently, a gap was
created between what the banks were
offering and what customers were
expecting from a user experience and
convenience perspective and the very
gap is what the fintech industry is
bridging right now.
What is Fintech?
In layman's terms, Fintech (Financial
Technology) is the innovative use of

technology in the design and delivery
of financial services to address the areas
of customer dissent and create large
scale impact at a fraction of costs.
Having technology embedded in their
DNA, these companies enable a model
that has fundamentally lower costs and
a better user experience.
Taking a pie of banks’ revenue
Thousands of dynamic start-ups have
emerged to offer products that were
previously being offered by traditional
banks like payment options, lending,
and investments. These newcomers can
cherry-pick the parts of banking they
want to get involved in, obviously the
most profitable one. These firms have
daily existing touchpoints with their
customers and are leveraging the same
to put pressure on the margins and
market share of traditional banks. For
example,
Amazon
recently
experimented with offering student
loans off its platform and WeChat, has
become a common tool to transfer
money, buy insurance products, and
invest in funds directly from your
smartphone.
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Sailing through the pandemic
COVID-19 has changed the landscape
for banks and signaled the importance
of digital transformation. Unable to
visit bank branches, customers turned
to mobile apps and online services to
get transactions done. There has been a
surge in customers aged sixty and
above doing online transactions,
something which was unheard of. In
the U.S.A., Citi Bank witnessed an 84%
increase in daily mobile check deposits
in May and a 10x increase in activity on
ApplePay as quarantined customers
used digital tools to conduct financial
activities.
Banking on banks in an era of
Fintech
Such
advancements
create
apprehensions in mind. Will traditional
banks come to an end in the future?
No. Will branches be as important as
they are today? Definitely not. They’ll
be less important but will play
different roles like providing advisory
services and problem resolution.
The status of “Trusted advisor” will
differentiate banks from all other
companies that offer financial services.
It is time for banks to capitalize on that
and create new products and deepen
relationships.
Reinventing for the future
Bank of the future will be embedded in
all aspects life and will not be seen as

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

just a bank. Each bank will have to
reinvent itself to remain relevant.
In order to compete in a world with
increasingly blurred boundaries, four
themes seem to be emerging from
banks as shown in Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1
1. Increasingly Invisible
There has been a shift in the way
consumers and businesses use banking
services today. People are more
comfortable using mobile for banking.
Banks are using technology to insert
financial services at the customer’s
moment of need at the expense of
brand visibility. Hence, the next wave
of banking will occur in branchless
banking.
What is branchless banking?
In layman terms, it is the use of
alternative channels such as mobile
banking and agent banking to provide
financial services to the customers
leading to their financial inclusion.
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banks can play a critical role in
weaving value into frictionless, rich
customer journeys while opening the
organizations to improved customer
retention and new revenue streams.

Source: SSI Retail Banking NPS
Survey, 2018
For example, ING operates hundreds
of branches in the Netherlands and
Poland. However, it is known as a webbased bank in markets like Australia,
Spain, and Germany. It is now
embarking on an effort to make its
digital services uniform worldwide.
There is another model sprouting in
the banking system - Neo banks. It is
different from branchless banks in the
sense that while the former is a bank
that exists solely online, the latter is
often the online-only subsidiary of an
established player in banking sector.
2. Connected via partnerships
or merger & acquisitions
Embracing third-party providers is
becoming more important than ever.
To remain relevant, banks must cease
to see partnerships as a threat. By
working with fintech and other
financial / non-financial institutions,

Source: McKinsey & Company insights
For example:
• Bank of Baroda has tied-up with 7
fintech companies such as Credit
Mantri, Funds Tiger, Probe 42, etc.
operating in areas ranging from bill
discounting, wealth management to
algorithm
lending,
etc.
These
partnerships would enable the bank to
serve existing as well as new customers
and launch new products.
• Citi Bank has tied up with Paytm and
State bank of India has tied up with
Ola to launch credit cards for their
customers.
Hence, in the future ecosystem, banks
will continuously screen the landscape
for potential partnerships and other
co-operations.
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3. Insights-driven to provide
highly personalised services
Banks will unleash insights from data
to provide personalized, quick, and
convenient customer services. One size
fits all products will be replaced by
customized services. Learning from
every customer interaction will be a
part of the culture of every bank.
An example of an insights-driven
banking system could be:
Advanced analytics of banks using
social media data and purchase
behavior of customers to help them
purchase products and thereby earning
commission for selling the goods and
transaction fee for the payment. The
same data can be used for suggesting
cost-cutting opportunities in monthly
expenses and to enhance the predictive
power of credit models, which in turn
will lead to a seamless, continuous and
flexible credit line to the customers.
In a not too distant future, customers
will seek help from banks to improve
their credit scores. They will also ask
banks to refine and fine-tune their
personal algorithms so that they get the
best service and deals from them.
Real-life example:
HDFC’s “Milk-to-Money” program in
India tracks regular ATM deposits to

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

establish a credit profile for dairy
farmers, many of whom have opened
bank accounts in the recent past.
4. Key lies in operating on a
large scale
With positive implications on margins,
productivity, and cost-cutting, the
scale will play a bigger role in any
bank. Well-capitalized banks will
cement their advantage by acquiring
smaller organizations to increase scale
inorganically.
For example: With the acquisition of
ING Vysya, Kotak Mahindra has
increased its footprint into southern
India. Similarly, with the acquisition of
BSS Microfinance, it has entered into
the lower end of the market.
Addressing the challenges
As
customers'
behaviour
and
expectations change, so do the business
and operational models. To achieve
success will not only require rethinking
of organizational model in terms of
skills, incentives, structure and
performance management but also
making digital easy for customers to
use and coaching them to migrate to
online means. Extreme regulation and
increased invisibility due to open
banking system is posing challenges for
banks which they need to tackle. Doing
E-KYC of customers and adherence to
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data privacy laws should be on the
priority list of every bank.
Conclusion
It is crystal clear that banks will not
look the same as the interface between
banks and customers is changing from
being operations-centric to servicing
clients.
Going forward banks will face an
existential choices: either reinvent to
stay relevant or lag behind and
eventually disappear As the world is
rebalancing and giving rise to
challenges and opportunities, banks
need to “disrupt themselves” and
leapfrog to new models while
increasing revenue and extending
market share. While doing so, they
must be clear about their role as
responsible stewards in promoting
sustainable growth and building for a
stronger tomorrow.

Sudhanshu Upadhyay
K J Somaiya Institute of
Management
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FINVIEW

FINVIEW
DR. D.K. AGGARWAL
Dr. D.K. Aggarwal
Former President,
PHDCCI,
Director, SMC Capital

government, we communicate it to the
industry so that the industry
understands its true meaning and
implements the provisions in the right
spirit.

Q1. Can you tell us about the
PHD Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, its aim and how
it
affects
economic
development?

Q2. What are your thoughts on
RBI's accommodative stance
and decision to maintain the
status quo?

PHDCCI was formed in 1905, it is a
national business chamber having a
presence in almost all the states, and
we are the voice of the industry.
During the lockdown, the chamber
deliberated and represented the issues
faced by the industry. We do policy
advocacy, with our in-house research
wing doing credible research such that
government takes our policy advocacy
seriously. That is how we help the
industry.

There are two things; one is that RBI
will continue to be accommodative; the
liquidity issue will not arise - RBI will
ensure that there is sufficient liquidity
in the system and the second thing was
the repo rate. While some felt that it
should have been reduced since there is
room to do so, if you look back at last
year, RBI reduced the interest rate by
115 basis points and earlier by around
135 basis points. Over the previous two
years, RBI has reduced rates by nearly
200 basis points.

Further, we have also become the voice
of the government because whatever But that reduction in repo rate has not
good policies are there of the
been passed on to the industry. Even
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now, banks have passed on almost 1% hundred basis points, so there is
further scope for the bank to pass on,
so there's no question of reducing rate
if it does not pass on to the industry.

deposits. With deposit rates coming
down to almost 4%, the banks are not
getting deposits now, and there are
other investment avenues where the
money is flowing. If a bank does not
get deposits at a lower rate, how can
The other reason is, one criterion of they pass on the interest rate cuts on
lowering interest rate is retail inflation. loans since a bank has to maintain a
Consumer inflation is still high and not spread?
within the comfort level of RBI, i.e., a
range of 4% - 6%. I am happy with the I think banks are gradually passing on
accommodative RBI stance, as we do the rate cuts and I'm sure that in the
not know how long the impact of time to come, rate cuts will be passed
COVID-19 will last.
on.
Q3. Is there a flaw in the rate
transmission mechanism that
is not allowing rate cuts to be
passed, and if so, how can we
fix it?
We have suggested to the RBI that
loans should be linked to the repo rate,
and in the past, the RBI has done that
but a lot of loans today are not linked
to the repo rate. The issue is the rate
reset happens after every six months or
a year depending on terms, so it takes
time for the repo rate cut to be passed
on to the borrowers. Now, the RBI has
asked the banks to fix most of their
loans as a repo rate linked loan so that
whenever there is a change in the repo
rate immediately, that cut is passed on.
Another reason why the banks are not
passing on cuts is that it is linked to the

Q4. Can you tell us something
about the Economic and
Business Momentum index
published by PHDCCI and how
the process behind creating
it? The EBM in November
predicted that real GDP
growth would turn positive
this quarter and the annual
contraction would be 7.9%,
how do you see the economic
recovery playing out?
The EBM is an indicator which tells
you the progress of the economy. To
estimate GDP growth, we take almost
25 high-frequency indicators which
include
eight
core
industries,
employment data, IIP numbers of
intermediary goods, consumer goods,
capital goods, GST numbers, the
Sensex. This indicator tells the
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momentum of the economy; the base
year was 2018-19, and the base value is
100.

FINVIEW

heights despite the economy
still not recovering to preCOVID-19 levels, what are your
thoughts on the markets right
In April, the EBM was at 78 points, now?
showing the slowdown in the economy.
Now, it is up by almost 21.5%, which is Markets are touching new all-time
an excellent sign. There were very few highs. At a time when capacity
indicators like the EBM, and our utilization is still not high, and when
research team has created this tool, the economic effects of COVID-19 still
which is useful for policymakers. Now, linger, it is interesting to see markets
the EBM is at more than 98, showing touching new heights.
that we are almost back to preCOVID-19 levels. In Q4, we think the In the distant past, we used to think
economy will have positive growth. about the past performance of a
Recently, RBI revised GDP estimate company and decide whether to buy a
from 9.5% to 7.5 % for FY21, so this gives stock. After that, we started looking at
us confidence that the EBM is giving a the current performance, and now
good indication of the health of the people look at the performance of a
economy.
company or the economy five years
down the line. Long-term investors
Regarding recovery, in FY22, we have a time horizon of 5-10 years or
believe we'll have significant double- even 15 -20 years, and they look at
digit growth. With the government where India will be after ten years; if
taking timely measures like the India is going to be a $5 trillion or $10
Atmanirbhar Abhiyan package of 10% trillion economy by 2030, then where
of GDP and subsequently, other will today's Indian companies be?
packages with protectionist incentives,
it will help in making India a If you look at the market capitalization
manufacturing hub and attract FDI. If of top US companies as compared to
you look at FDI, in other emerging US GDP and compare it to that of
markets there are outflows, but in India, India has a long way to go. Given
India, there are significant inflows, that Indian companies are set for such
which is a great sign.
growth, their valuation would be
multiple times of what it is now. What
Q5. Given that the stock we see in the markets is that this
growth in the future is discounted into
markets are soaring to new
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markets today. Long-term investors are
not looking at what would happen
after one year or two; they are
investing in the business.

in mind, one can make decent money,
is my take on the markets for those
looking to start investing in the
markets.

Though, I will say that the market has
gone up too fast too quickly recently.
A part of it is driven by easy money in
the global economy with lots of money
flowing into India; we saw one of the
highest FPI flows ever in November.
When this happens too quickly, there
is a question of if there is too much
money chasing the stock market right
now. However, there might be some
correction in prices in the short-term,
but from a long-term point-of-view, I
am bullish on a selective basis on
certain businesses.

Q6. In the April-June quarter,
India recorded a current
account surplus of 3.9% of
GDP. It looks like good news
for the economy, but some say
this is not the case. What do
you think?

If we like the business, if it's a growthoriented business, if the quality of the
management is good, if the company is
very efficient, and if the sector is also
outstanding, then we should invest
into such companies. A strategy one
could adopt is 'buy the dip,' because you
will always get an opportunity to
invest in these good companies when
there would be corrections in the
market.

Since there is less demand in the
economy, there is less production
happening, and also exports are not
happening, then it is not something to
be very happy about. Of course, we
would want our inputs to be lower, but
during that particular quarter, factories
were not operating or operating at
shallow capacity. There was less
demand in the economy, so there were
fewer imports. Still, we could export
medicines and other items. I think we
have to wait for other quarters and see
how it goes, but going forward, I
believe that as our government is
focusing on exports and making India a
manufacturing hub. Suppose many

However, one should hold one's
investment; one should not look only
at the short-term; one should have a
time horizon of at least five to seven
years. If one invests with that horizon

When you see the current account
surplus, it looks very cheerful on the
face of it, but there is a concern that
this surplus is due to the effects
COVID-19 on trade. Imports have
fallen, and so have exports.
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multinational companies make India a
manufacturing hub or a sourcing
centre. In that case, I am sure that we
would see a real current account
surplus that would be worth cheering
about.
Q7. What advice would you
give beginners looking to
invest in the markets?
Also, given SMC Capital's
experience
with
highfrequency trading, can you tell
us what the key things one
should look at concerning
high-frequency trading are?
One makes money when one targets
lower returns. Suppose you look for a
12% to 15% annualized return. In that
case, I think that is a reasonable return
one should expect from the equity
markets over a more extended period,
while on a fixed deposit, you get a 4%
return. This is from the perspective of a
long-term investor. For algorithmic
trading and high-frequency trading,
there is vanilla arbitrage where the aim
is to make a 12% kind of return on an
annualized basis, if there is a shortterm horizon, you can make that kind
of money by using algorithmic trading.
However, if you are looking for an
aggressive return and are using highfrequency trading, it is all about speed.
It's about how good your software is,
how good your network, and how good

FINVIEW

your hardware is. Your strategy, the
basis on which you are making a trade,
firing an order, that logic is critical.
Next, the hardware is crucial; it is a
battle of hardware so you should have
the best of the hardware, with
tremendously high computation speeds.
The network you use is essential, that
is, the line which connects the user to
the exchange. This network affects how
fast the order reaches the exchange and
can be a competitive edge. A lot of
money is spent by high-frequency
trading firms on reducing this latency.

Dr. D.K. Aggarwal is a Fellow
Member of The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI), with over two decades of
experience in the securities market &
financial services. He is the Chairman
& Managing Director of SMC
Investments and Advisors Ltd. and is
the immediate Former National
President of PHDCCI.
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CLASSROOM:
PROSPECT THEORY
A study in the year 1995 by the
American Psychological Association on
the 1992 Barcelona Olympics showed
that bronze medalists were much
happier than those who had won silver
medals in their respective events. Why
do you think it is so?
The Nobel-winning Prospect theory
developed by Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky explains that we process
information differently by valuing gains
and losses asymmetrically. When two
choices are placed before an individual,
both equal, with one presented in terms
of potential gains and the other in term
terms of possible losses, the former
option will be chosen.

For example, faced with the choice
between a certain sum of 900 rupees
and a 90% chance of winning 1000,
most would avoid the risk and settle
for the 900, although the expected
outcome for both the cases is the
same. However, if given a choice
between losing 900 and a 90% chance
of losing 1000, most of you would
prefer the second choice, a rather
risk-seeking behavior.
With its application in various fields
such
as
Economics,
Politics,
investing, it still remains relevant
after decades of its development.
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KNOW YOUR SECTOR:
AUTOMOBILES
The automobile industry contributes to
7.1% of India’s GDP and is one of the
largest in the world. The auto sales in a
month are reflective of the money flows
through an economy. The industry has
grown @ 4.9% in the past five years. The
major segments of this industry are
automotive materials, parts and
supplies,
coating
and
painting
technology, electronics and passenger
safety systems.
The major automobile companies in
India are Maruti Suzuki, Tata Motors,
Hyundai Motors, Honda, M&M Ltd.,
Hero MotoCorp, Bajaj Auto etc.

Many automobile companies are
involved in the manufacture of
passenger vehicles, consumer vehicles
and two-wheelers. Companies like
Eicher Motors, Force Motors, Tata
Motors, Ashok Leyland, M&M Ltd.
are the major truck manufacturers.
With the advent of sustainability, the
focus is now shifting to electronic
vehicles
and
companies
are
undertaking extensive R&D in this
field. Hero Electric and Tata Motors
are heading the field though it was
Mahindra who spearheaded this with
the launch of Reva.
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- Debt-Equity Ratio
This shows how much debt is being used
by the company to fund its activities and
the automotive industry being capital
intensive has huge sums of debt in its
books (to finance their production
activities). In such a case, it is essential to
read and find out the Debt Equity
portion carefully. The ideal debt-equity
ratio is 2:1. It tends to be higher for the
automobile industry.
The industryspecific average is around 1.5.

aim at a 10%-15% return for their
investments.
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- Inventory Turnover Ratio
It is a ratio indicating how many times
over a given period a business has sold
and replaced inventory. It tells us how
fast the company is making sales. Herein,
if a dealer is carrying more than 60 days
of inventory, it is a red sign. A low
inventory turnover ratio indicates a
low/weak sales and also excess stock. A
high ratio, on the other hand, indicates
fast and quick sales. A good inventory
ratio is between 5 and 10 for most
industries.
- Return on Equity
It is a profitability ratio, which measures
the returns so given by the company.
Compare the company ROE with the
industry ROE to get a clear
understanding of the company is
performing. It is a product of asset
efficiency, profitability and financial
leverage. Investors as well as analysts,

-Asset Turnover Ratio
This measures a company's ability to
generate sales from its assets. It is
calculated by comparing net sales with
average total sales. The average asset
turnover ratio for the top 3 Indian
companies in the automobile sector
for the year 2019 was around 111.
-Return On Capital Employed
ROCE measures the return on capital
employed by the firm. The capital here
refers to the Shareholders' Equity and
long term borrowings. The average
asset turnover ratio for the top 3
Indian companies in the automobile
sector for the year 2019 was around
16.67.
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ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS:
NUDGING
“In order to do good economics, you have
to keep in mind that people are human.”
- Richard Thaler
Since the 1980's, American economist
Richard Thaler has tried to analyze the
economic decision-making process
with insights from psychology. It was
his immense contribution to behavioral
economics that led to him winning the
Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic
Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel in
2017.
The three significant aspects of his
contribution are as follows:
I. Limited Rationality:
The underlying assumption of
traditional economics is that people
behave rationally. However, Prof.
Thaler emphasized that individuals
consistently make illogical choices that
sabotage their economic interests.
Thaler developed the theory of 'mental

accounting', explaining how people
simplify financial decision-making by
creating separate accounts in their
minds, focusing on narrow impacts of
individual decisions rather than their
overall effect.
He also explained the phenomenon
called the 'endowment effect' wherein, he
showed how aversion to losses could
explain why people value the same item
more highly when they own it than
when they don't.
He was also one of the founders of
behavioral finance, which studies the
influence of cognitive limitations on
financial markets.
II. Social Preferences:
Thaler showed how consumers' fairness
concerns might stop firms from raising
prices in periods of high demand, but
not in times of rising costs.
Along with his colleagues, he devised
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the 'dictator game,' an experimental tool
used in studies to measure the
attitudes to fairness in different
groups of people around the world.

making them opt-out instead of opt-in,
has massively increased the number of
people with plans, compared to if they
had to themselves enroll into one.

Under this game, one participant (the
dictator) receives a sum of money and
then decides to what extent she/he
wants to split this with another
participant. The action space of the
dictator ranges from giving nothing to
giving all of the money to another
player.

Organ donation is also another
example of an area where nudge policy
is seen to have worked. Spain operates
an opt-out system, whereby all citizens
are automatically registered for organ
donation unless they choose to state
otherwise. This opt-out system is one of
the reasons that Spain is a world leader
in organ donation.

III. Lack of Self-Control:
The reason why our plans to save for
old age or make healthier lifestyle
choices fail is that we often succumb
to short-term temptation.

We hope this article might have nudged
you to read more about his
contribution. Something to read more
about, till the next edition of Niveshak!

Through
his
work,
Thaler
demonstrated how 'nudging' might
help people exercise better selfcontrol when saving for a pension, as
well in other contexts.
Nudging refers to the process of
providing small stimuli to influence
people's behavior. Nudge theory has
also been adopted by various
governments in their policies.

For example, automatically enrolling
people into pension schemes and

Richard Thaler
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SOMETHING VENTURED
SOMETHING STARTED
Hopin, a startup that provides online
event software, has raised a $125 million
Series B round of capital primarily led
by IVP and Tiger Global; other
investors
include
Northzone,
Salesforce Ventures, Seedcamp, Accel,
DFJ Growth, and Coatue. The
company has raised over $170 million
since February.
As per CEO Jonny Boufarhat, the
recent funding values the firm at $2.125
billion. Several competitors have risen
along with Hopin, such as California
based Run the World raising $4 million
seed round in February this year and
$10.8 million in Series A later, Airmeet
an Indian based company raising seed
funding of $3 million in March,
followed by $12 million in Series A
round mainly backed by Accel, Sequoia
and Redpoint. Another Indian startup,
Hubilo, which shifted from offline to
online events platform in three weeks
in March, secured $4.5 million in
funding.

Hopin is one of the companies, that
was at the right place at the right time
during this pandemic. The monthly
users increased from 16,000 in March
to 175,000 in June. Currently, it claims
to have more than 3.5 million users and
groups over 50,000 hosting events using
its software. Few of its notable clients
include the UN, NATO, Salesforce,
and Slack. On top of this impressive
growth, Hopin is profitable too. As per
Boufarhat, the company generates over
$20 million in annual recurring revenue
(ARR).
Recent research suggests that the
virtual event industry is pegged at a
valuation of $1.5 trillion globally.
Considering the possibility of slowing
in the online event industry's growth
after the pandemic is over, the
company is being innovative and
preparing hybrid event offerings for
the customers.
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QUIZ
1) Which Stock Exchange CEO
resigned in November 2020 due to a
recent system failure?

4) According to Global Finance
Magazine, World's safest Bank 2020 is
______

A. London Stock Exchange
B. Tokyo Stock Exchange
C. Shanghai Stock Exchange
D. National Stock Exchange

A. L-Bank
B. DBS Bank
C. KfW
D. United Overseas Bank

2) Augmented Reality StartUp 'Scapic'
was recently acquired by:

5) Who among the following is NOT a
member
of
Monetary
Policy
Committee ?

A. ShopClues
B. Flipkart
C. Amazon
D. ajio
3) Which Company announced the
acquisition of Postbank Systems AG,
the technology services unit of
Deutsche Bank ?
A. TCS
B. Infosys
C. Wipro
D. HCL

A. Jayantha Varma
B. Shashanka Bhide
C. M Rajeshwar Rao
D. Ashima Goyal
6) Jane Fraser, the first woman to lead
a major US Bank, has been appointed
as the CEO of ________.
A. Goldman Sachs
B. Citi Group
C. JP Morgan Chase
D. Credit Suisse
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7) Which card partnered with Signzy
for global rollout of video KYC?

12) Regional Rural Banks are sponsored
by:

A. Mastercard
B. VISA
C. Paytm
D. Google Pay

A.Nationalised Commercial Bank
B. Reserve Bank of India
C. State Bank of India
D. Government of India

8) Who is the CEO of HDFC Bank?

13) Triffin's Paradox is related to:

A. Rakesh Sharma
B. Aditya Puri
C. Shashidhar Jagdishan
D. J Venkatramu

A. Currencies
B. Bonds
C. Equities
D. Derivatives

9) U.S.A.-Mexico-Canada free trade
agreement (USMCA) has replaced:

14) Which company acquired the chat
software developer 'Slack' for $27
billion?

(A) GATT
(B) NAFTA
(C) ECO
(D) League of Nations
10) The largest IPO in the world is:
A. Alibaba
B. Facebook
C. Saudi Aramco
D. Ant Group
11) If beta of a stock is ____, it tends to
amplify the overall market movement.
A. zero
B. one
C. greater than one
D. between zero and one

A. Microsoft
B. Salesforce
C. IBM
D. Amazon Web Services
15) Stock market where the number of
transactions are very low and thus the
volatility is huge is known as________
A. Thin Market
B. Slow Market
C. Lazy Market
D. Weak Market

Answers
1) B
6) B
11) C

2) B
7) A
12) A

3) A
8) C
13) A

4) C
9) B
14) B

5) C
10) C
15) A
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